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Enabling Grids for E-sciencE

Recommendation 14

NA1 and NA4. Develop policies towards ensuring that VOs acquire 
entitlement to resources and preferably also contribute resources to 
h h d i f

EGEE federates the computational resources of the participating VOs

the shared infrastructure.

EGEE federates the computational resources of the participating VOs.  
Consequently, EGEE expects all VOs, in the longer term, to integrate 
resources in the EGEE infrastructure and to share those resources 
with other users and other VOs Experience shows that siteswith other users and other VOs.  Experience shows that sites 
established by new VOs willingly support other VOs,especially if they 
share common scientific interest.  NA4 prefers to maintain an open, 
accommodating infrastructure and thus, to create policies thataccommodating infrastructure and thus, to create policies that 
encourage, rather than impose, the sharing of resources.

(continues )(continues…)
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Enabling Grids for E-sciencE

Recommendation 14
NA4 will identify issues that block VOs from integrating or sharing 
their resources and develop mechanisms to encourage them to do so.  
(The VO configuration working group already has already starting(The VO configuration working group already has already starting 
looking at technical issues.) Moreover the availability of more 
comprehensive accounting information will further help convincing 
VOs of the benefits of sharing resources. For instance currently it is g y
difficult to clearly identify the exact number of new resources that a 
VO is bringing to the infrastructure upon its establishment. This could 
help to define a fairness metric: number of other VOs to support 
depending on the amount of new resources introduced relative to the 
number of existing resources offered to the new VO by the 
infrastructure.

NA4 will also promote, through the NA4 portal, the notion and 
thebenefits of resource sharing between different VOs.thebenefits of resource sharing between different VOs.
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Enabling Grids for E-sciencE

Recommendation 33

NA4. Make the RESPECT list of software packages public and easily 
accessible, for the benefit of both existing and prospective VOs.g

The list of RESPECT software packages will be made available 
from the NA4 portal The portal will also include a list of the gLitefrom the NA4 portal.  The portal will also include a list of the gLite 
services.   Both lists will highlight the benefits and limitations of 
each service and include examples of use.
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Enabling Grids for E-sciencE

Recommendation 34

NA4. Keep the RESPECT list up to date so that packages that no 
longer perform well can be withdrawn from the list.longer perform well can be withdrawn from the list.

The RESPECT program is managed by the NA4 Steering Committee.  
This group will periodically review the list to ensure that appropriateThis group will periodically review the list to ensure that appropriate, 
new software packages are added and that obsolete ones are 
removed.  We foresee a review of the listed packages every two 

thmonths.
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Enabling Grids for E-sciencE

Recommendation 35

NA4. Improve the NA4 portal layout so that newcomers have better 
visibility of existing VOs, and new users are first encouraged to 
j i i d VO b f i i i hjoin registered VOs before inviting them to create a new one.

Links to the list (part of the CIC portal maintained by SA1) ofLinks to the list (part of the CIC portal maintained by SA1) of 
registered VOs will be added to the NA4 portal. We are currently 
working with the CIC portal developers to allow access to non-
sensitive information without a grid certificate Additionally we aresensitive information without a grid certificate.  Additionally, we are 
also working with the developers to improve the search of the VO 
information.  We have changed the text of the “participate” part of the 
portal to make clear that joining an existing VO is the best choice ifportal to make clear that joining an existing VO is the best choice if 
an appropriate one is already available.
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Enabling Grids for E-sciencE

Recommendation 36

NA4 and SA1. Encourage more wide-spread use of the dashboard 
tool, both internally and within non-LHC VOs.

The dashboard has developed and successfully used by the LHC 
community.  Other, non-LHC VOs have already expressed interest in 
deploying instances for their user communities.  A first deployment 
(outside of CERN and outside of HEP) has been done at NIKHEF for 
a local biomedical VO.  In addition, the dashboard team is discussing 
d l t f i t f th bi d VO ifi ll f thdeployment of an instance for the biomed VO, specifically for the 
bioinformatics sector.  We expect these initial deployments to 
improve the dashboard documentation and deployment procedures 
allo ing ider se ithin the EGEE ser comm nit in the nearallowing wider use within the EGEE user community in the near 
future.
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Enabling Grids for E-sciencE

Input to Other Activities

• NA4 input to recommendations assigned to other 
activities follows.
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Enabling Grids for E-sciencE

Recommendation 1

NA1:  Perform partner audits on a regular basis to ensure that the 
partner quality programme is seriously implemented at al partner y g y
sites. This will ease the demanding reporting process significantly. 

NA4 checkpoints the participation of the NA4 partners each quarter p p p p q
by asking for a brief summary of the accomplishments and issues of 
each institute.  A more thorough description of each partner’s 
activity is required for the major yearly NA4 deliverable on theactivity is required for the major, yearly NA4 deliverable on the 
utilization of the grid.  In addition, NA4 is planning to have a series of 
discipline-specific meetings this fall.  One component of these 
meetings will be to evaluate the activity of each participatingmeetings will be to evaluate the activity of each participating 
institute.
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Enabling Grids for E-sciencE

Recommendation 23

NA2. Explore new ways to encourage members of VOs to deposit in 
the EGEE digital library papers (or references to papers) describingthe EGEE digital library papers (or references to papers) describing 
results obtained in using the EGEE infrastructure.

The current mechanism by which NA4 participants must contact theThe current mechanism by which NA4 participants must contact the 
NA4 activity manager to add references to the EGEE library does not 
encourage participation from the full community of users, increases 
management overhead, and incorrectly places NA4 in a position ofmanagement overhead, and incorrectly places NA4 in a position of 
judging the scientific merit of the publications.  We believe that 
adding references to the EGEE library should be open to anyone 
(perhaps anyone with a grid certificate).  The mechanism should be (p p y g )
well-publicized and should include a field that briefly describes how 
EGEE contributed to the paper.
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Enabling Grids for E-sciencE

Recommendation 37

SA1. Improve the information collected and maintained on VOs, both 
to improve the level of detail, e.g. number of sites and resources used, g
and to permit tracking of the evolution of the behaviour and needs of 
VOs.

We believe that the current accounting portal largely addresses this 
recommendation.  NA4 can make the portal more visible to users and 
VOs by providing appropriate links from the NA4 portal and from the y p g pp p p
VO registration pages.  An important piece of missing information is 
a list of the resources available to a VO as a function of time.  Such 
information would allow EGEE to track the acceptance of a VO byinformation would allow EGEE to track the acceptance of a VO by 
sites as a function of time as well as answer questions on the 
saturation of resources for VOs individually.  We believe that the 
needs of VOs are better tracked through dialog with the VOneeds of VOs are better tracked through dialog with the VO 
managers.  The current VO registration process facilitates this by 
providing a contact for each VO.
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Enabling Grids for E-sciencE

Recommendation 38

SA1. Encourage more of the unregistered VOs to register. This will 
enable the project to have fuller knowledge of grid usage and users’

ti f th iperceptions of the service. 

The current registration process provides some benefits to the VOs: 
it h th i i ibilit ll NA4 t di l ith th b tit enhances their visibility, allows NA4 to dialog with them about 
their needs, and allows new users to find and register with the VO.  
To further motivate VOs to register, we believe the portal should 

t i ll fi ti i f ti f th VO Thi ill b dcontain all configuration information for the VO.  This will broaden 
the acceptance of VOs by making configuration information easy to 
find.  Moreover, we believe that standard configuration tools (e.g. 
YAIM) should provide simple configuration for all registered VOsYAIM) should provide simple configuration for all registered VOs.
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